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Headline News



Outa says omission of ‘draconian provisions’ in Intelligence Bill a victory for civil society
 
By: Thabi Shomolekae     Updated 1 hour 12 minutes ago
The Organisation Undoing Tax Abuse (Outa) noted on Friday that although the current version of the General Intelligence Laws Amendment Bill (GILAB)... → 
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Role of gas in SA’s future energy mix under intense scrutiny
 
By: Darren Parker     5th April 2024
Given South Africa’s ongoing energy crisis, there remains much debate around whether gas should be included in the future energy mix and, if so,... → 









World Bank loans Ethiopia $1.72-billion for power, water supply expansion
 
By:  Reuters     Updated 46 minutes ago
The World Bank and Ethiopia have signed loan agreements totalling $1.72-billion to enhance electricity and water supply, as well as to facilitate... → 
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Nigeria union requests more troops to combat oil theft
 







SA has debt, growth problem – economist
 







New electrochemical PGMs demand on way, iridium scarcity fears eased still further [image: ]
 







Slavery tribunal? Africa, Caribbean unite on reparations
 







Somalia sends Ethiopian ambassador home for consultations, closes consulates
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South Africa’s conservation model: why expanding the use of biodiversity to generate money is a good idea
 
Updated 2 hours 20 minutes ago
South Africa’s government is calling for public comments on an updated version of its existing biodiversity economy plan. The National Biodiversity... → 
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Abandon ship: uncrewed vessels threaten Africa’s maritime security
 
Updated 2 hours 23 minutes ago
As technology advances, African states must prepare for the crewless future of naval threats. Maritime drone deployment in offensive operations in... → 
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 Strengthening Africa’s Climate-Smart Agriculture and Food Systems Through Enhanced Policy Coherence and Coordinated Action
 
Updated 2 hours 24 minutes ago
In response to these vulnerabilities and impacts, it is essential that African countries develop adaptation and resilience building strategies to... → 
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Out of step
 
5th April 2024
Following wholly inadequate public consultations, stakeholders have submitted their written comments on the Department of Mineral Resources and... → 
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An oath to uphold Human Rights – A manifesto for South African political parties and candidates
 
3rd April 2024
It is crucial for political parties and candidates contesting elections to commit to ensure that the human rights of all are upheld ahead of and... → 
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Putting the 'just' in Just Energy Transition Partnerships: What role for the multilateral development banks?
 
3rd April 2024
Amidst the excitement surrounding country platforms like Just Energy Transition Partnerships, one question remains largely unanswered: what does... → 
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Beyond accountability as feedback: Lessons from Somalia in holding humanitarian responses to account
 
3rd April 2024
‘Accountability to affected people’, as it is currently most commonly understood, focuses on providing channels for feedback and relatively... → 
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One size won't fit all: Designing country platforms for different political contexts
 
3rd April 2024
Just Energy Transition Partnerships (JETPs) in South Africa, Viet Nam, Indonesia and Senegal provide promising examples of how climate-related... → 
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Premier Alan Winde assesses Western Cape Government energy interventions 
 
Updated 3 hours ago
With energy security a major priority of the Western Cape Government (WCG), Premier Alan Winde spent some time this week in Stellenbosch and... → 









ANC continues its job-killing spree as further SAPO retrenchments are announced
 
Updated 3 hours ago
It was revealed earlier this week that the South African Post Office (SAPO) has commenced with the retrenchment of 4 700 employees. For those... → 









PSA refutes claims of overpaid and underperforming public servants   
 
Updated 3 hours ago
The Public Servants Association (PSA) strongly denounces recent comments made in a Daily Investor article by economist, Dawie Roodt, suggesting... → 
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AfriForum makes oral submission on BELA Bill on the last day of public hearings
 
Updated 3 hours ago
Today, AfriForum delivered an oral presentation on the Basic Education Laws Amendment Bill (the so-called BELA Bill) in Cape Town on the last day... → 
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Shaping the future of the firm: Webber Wentzel announces its new partners
 
Updated 3 hours ago
Webber Wentzel is pleased to announce the promotion of 13 talented attorneys to the esteemed role of partner. These promotions recognise the newly... → 
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SARS follows the money – Targeting big-ticket taxpayers and their “Trusted Advisors”
 
Updated 3 hours ago
SARS’ “Compliance Revenue Programme” make headlines off the back of the Revenue Results Announcement on 02 April 2024, raking in a whopping R293,7... → 
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Adams & Adams reveals refreshed brand to ‘Realise African Enterprise’
 
4th April 2024
Leading African law firm Adams & Adams has announced the launch of its refreshed brand identity. The rebranding reflects the firm’s evolution,... → 
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Is a confession admissible in disciplinary proceedings?
 
4th April 2024
In the first judgement of 2024 the LAC had to determine amongst other issues whether a confession made by an Employee was admissible as evidence at... → 
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Magazine round up | 05 April 2024
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[WATCH] COMRO’s Legacy: Research and Development of Stoping Mining Machinery and Technologies – Brian Protheroe
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Soul of a Nation: A Quest for the Rebirth of South Africa's True Values – Oyama Mabandla 
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Webinar - ESG Africa Conference
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Should MPs who don’t return to Parliament after SA’s May 29 election be entitled to 12 free domestic flights per year for five years?
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SA: Cyril Ramaphosa: Address by South Africa's President, at the Newlyn PX Terminal Launch,...
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SA: Blade Nzimande: Address by Minister of Higher Education, Science and Innovation, on...
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DA: John Steenhuisen: Address by DA leader, during an address to the Cape Town Press Club...
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Legislation



National Environmental Management: Air Quality Act: Regulations: National Dust Control: Amendment: Comments invited by 08 Apr 2024
 [50272rg11675gon4475]
 





Restitution of Land Rights Act: Claim for restitution of land rights: Plot No. 35, Division of Rodenbeck “B” No. 294 in Bloemfontein, Free State: Comments invited by 07 Apr 2024
 [50273gon4479]
 







White Paper on Citizenship, Immigration and Refugee Protection: Towards a Complete Overhaul of the Migration System in South Africa: Extension of deadline for comments G. 49976GoN 4240- Comment by 31 Jan 2024
 [G. 49976GoN 4240]
 





National Heritage Resources Act: National Thematic Framework for Heritage Resource Management: Comments invited G. 49968BN 540- Comment by 01 Mar 2024
 [G. 49968BN 540]
 







International Trade Administration Act: Rebate item 460.11/00.00/01.00 - rebate of duty on used overcoats; interim guidelines, rules and conditions; application for permit for rebate of duty on used overcoats: Applications invited G. 49968GeN 2268- Commen
 [G. 49968GeN 2268]
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Solidarity v Minister of Health and Others (033367/2022) [2024] ZAGPPHC 156
 High Courts
 





Democratic Alliance v African National Congress and Others (31418/2022) [2024] ZAGPPHC 114 
 High Courts
 







Schrieber, DA vs ANC
 High Courts
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